He Holds The Sparrow: A Story of Survival

Kidnapped as a child, Frances thought it
was normal to live in shanties and work 12
hour days in fields from Michigan to
Texas. She assumed that schooling was a
luxury of the very few. She was too young
to realize how twisted it was that her
alcoholic father beat their mom regularly
and sexually assaulted her and her sisters.
Her young mind knew that her adored baby
sisters death was not of natural causes. This
is an exceptional memoir that yields a rare,
intimate glimpse into the life of a white
migrant family during the 1950s-60s. But
more important, it reveals how God
reached the heart of a lonely, ravaged child
and eventually transformed her life.
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can hold this moment (Lalala) not a field nor Knows He holds tomorrow. Lean in and Share your story: how has this
song impacted your life?
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